RECOMMENDED MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

For Light Series - LED925

***Proper installation of this product is the sole responsibility of the installer***

1. Locate a flat surface on vehicle and position light parallel to the ground.
2. In the interior of the vehicle, loosen upholstery at mounting location.
3. Use center-punch if available to start four (4) mounting holes - See diagram below.
   Drill the four holes out using a 1/4" drill bit.
4. Insert wire through center hole and position mounting bolts over holes.
5. Connect red wire to power (+) or switch and black wire to ground (-) or chassis.
6. With power on, choose flash pattern by pushing the button on the base of the light.
   Patterns include, Slow Single Flash, QF, Hex Flash, Reverse QF and a special
   pattern that includes multi bursts that get brighter and brighter!
7. Drop light into position by inserting bolts into holes.
8. Install washers and hex nuts and tighten down mounting bolts until
   gasket seals light to the surface of the vehicle.
9. Replace upholstery to original position.

*DRAWING NOT TO SCALE*

*****CLEAN DOME WITH WATER ONLY*****

If you have purchased a magnet mount light be sure to check the owners manual for
lighter/auxilliary socket maximum amperage rating before plugging in any warning light.